Eugene wants you to know that the Writing Center has two winter locations

We can’t edit your paper for you, substitute for your professor or comps advisor, tell you what your professor wants, evaluate your work, or guarantee a particular grade or outcome for your writing. But as nonevaluative readers and responders, our writing consultants can help you to

- hear how another reader understands what you’ve written, and determine what might need more explanation
- figure out what you ant to say, or how to put in writing what you already know you want to say
- organize your thoughts and ideas
- make decisions in light of your professor’s or comps advisor’s comments
- interpret what an assignment is asking you to do
- imagine an audience
- learn more about grammar and punctuation
- connect with additional writing resources

Drop-ins are welcome at our Scoville location, but to guarantee that you get a consultant at a specific time, please use our online reservation system:  http://www.writingcenter.carleton.edu

For the Scoville Writing Center’s winter 2010 hours, please visit https://apps.carleton.edu/campus/asc/writeplace/